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‘Do you have any comments on the commission’s consultation paper?’

Gentlemen, any & all business, that trades a product irrespective, with the public consumer with product or service, must have A.B.N. No. AND the registered address shown on all business documents that order, and sell the product, and give warranty. ........... The warranty MUST NOT, be an only on-line service, and Co. rejects, the spoken & written complaint. (which is happening with the infamous solar panels.) ...... I have NO doubt what so ever, at this day and date the profit margin, product responsibility, far to many so called Australian Co's especially the imported product, and service, the attitude is up you jack, sort your self out. ........ So, with the ethics in consumer need to live, it highlights enormously, that the disposable $$ from $$ income is destroyed. ...... BUT! it also highlights the loss of G.S.T. from the consumer ability to purchase anything beyond the absolute essential need, IF POSSIBLE. ...... SO! ARE THERE STARVING FAMILIES & CHILDREN IN AUSTRALIA, WITH THE RHETORIC THAT'S BEEN DUMPED ON ALL, OR IS SOMEONE JUST THIEVING THE EXTRA $$$$$$. ....... Essential utilities, must be, and always be, controlled by the Government of the day, NOT! jiffy fix profit makers, then the ever complaining shareholders, who will moan until their pockets are lined with gold. ........ Tomorrow is another day, will we still be out of date with practical management, affordability of the consumer to purchase a fair priced service & commodity, with the collection of the countries essential much needed taxes to support and fund essential projects, to a better LIFE & death of the citizen.